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All Yoshimoto Japan Premier

A variety show that brings together popular entertainers

☞ In the spotlight: Yoshimoto finalists

A large gathering of popular Yoshimoto entertainers. In addition to
special comedies by the Shinkigeki members, including Shigeo Tsujimoto
and Succhi, guest entertainers make their appearance on a day-by-day
rotation. The performance by Shinkigeki is ‘Behind the Scenes at the
Circus’. It captivates the audience with brilliant moments, as new energy
is added to the typical Shinkigeki of Osaka.

2/6（Fri）Start at 6:30 pm

2/7（Sat）Start at 7:00 pm

‘The Hakurai Yose-e-no-michi ~ Yoshimoto Shogei Festival’ was held
last year. Seven Yoshimoto entertainer duos crossed swords for their
chance to appear in ‘The Hakurai Yose 2015 Winter’. AFRA, Moriyasu
Bam Bam Bigelow and Mont Blanc survived the fierce battle. Their
formidable performances are worth seeing.

Mont Blanc

2/8（Sun）Start at 7:00 pm

Guest performers
Shinkigeki
of the day

Sakura
Saki Inagaki

10 Dollars

Moriyasu
Bam Bam Bigelow

2/10（Tue）Start at 6:30 pm

Messenger

2/11（Wed・Hol）Start at 7:00 pm
Kenji
Tamura

License

Maki
Utsunomiya

Eri Koizumi

2/12（Thu）Start at 6:30 pm

2/13（Fri）Start at 6:30 pm

Guest performers
Shinkigeki
of the day

Daikichi
Hakata

Succhi

Succhi

Succhi

Succhi

2/14（Sat）Start at 7:00 pm

Shigeo Tsujimoto

2/18（Wed）Start at 6:30 pm

Harisembon

Guest performers
Shinkigeki
of the day

2/24（Tue）Start at 6:30 pm
Guest performers
Shinkigeki
of the day

4,700 yen

Adult：

Shigeo Tsujimoto

2/25（Wed）Start at 6:30 pm

2/26（Thu）Start at 6:30 pm

Peace

Use FamiPort to buy your ticket

○Ticket Pia: http://pia.jp/t/
☎0570-02-9999 *P code required. Automatic answer 24 hours a day【P code：440-635】
○ePlus:

http://eplus.jp/hakurai/

Sponsored by

2/21（Sat）Start at 7:00 pm

Shigeo Tsujimoto

2/22（sun）Start at 7:00 pm

Razor
Ramon

Shigeo Tsujimoto

2/27（Fri）Start at 6:30 pm

King Kong

Shigeo Tsujimoto

2/28（Sat）Start at 7:00 pm

Kazutoyo
Koyabu

3,100 yen

Junior high school age or younger：

○Ticket Yoshimoto: http://ticket.yoshimoto.co.jp
☎0570-550-100【Y code：990-010】*24 hours a day and 365 days a year
Book your ticket with Yoshimoto ▶▶▶

Shigeo Tsujimoto

Succhi

Succhi

Rozan

Kendo
Kobayashi

NON STYLE

Succhi

2/17（Tue）Start at 6:30 pm

Tomonori
Jinnai

Woman
Rush Hour

Shigeo Tsujimoto

Robert

Succhi

2/20（Fri）Start at 6:30 pm

Tommies

Tutorial

Shigeo Tsujimoto

Shigeo Tsujimoto

Shigeo Tsujimoto

2/19（Thu）Start at 6:30 pm

2/15（Sun）Start at 7:00 pm

Yano
Hyodo

Akie Asaka

Succhi

High Heel

Succhi

・Children over the age of 5 or over 110 cm tall will require seats.
・Food and drink are allowed inside.

○Lawson Ticket: http://l-tike.com/
☎0570-084-005 *L code required. Automatic answer 24 hours a day【L code：56713】
○Namba Grand Kagetsu reservation dial (Operator answers)
☎0570-041-356 (10:00 am to 6:00 pm/365 days a year)
【Inquiry】0570-550-100 (10:00 am to 7:00 pm/365 days a year)
Performers are subject to change without notice. * Tickets are not transferrable or refundable.

【THE HAKURAIYOSE Oﬃcial site】 http://the-hakurai.com

February 6 (Fri)▶ 28 (Sat), 2015

Namba Grand Kagetsu
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Osaka er one roof!!
und

Top performers from around the world will gather in Namba Osaka
under one roof.
The miraculous fusion of Yoshimoto entertainers’ performance ‘All
Yoshimoto Japan Premier’ and the mind-boggling ‘World Variety Act’
performed by super-performers of the world will give birth to wonder and
laughter, the likes of which the world has never seen.
From Osaka to the world, the dream show will kick off, as Osaka aims to
become the ‘capital city of entertainment’.

Honorary Managers

Nakata Kausu-Botan
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World
Variety
Acts

World performers with amazing skills will
perform their unique acts. Experience the buzzing
performance live.

Magic and pantomime

Jérôme Murat La Statue

☞ Check here!

［France］

AFRA, the winner of last year’s ‘The Hakurai
Yose-e-no-michi ~ Yoshimoto Shogei Festival’
will also appear in the ‘World Variety Act’.

AFRA

A two headed statue. The two heads lead the audience into a strange
world, as they are drawn to and pull away from each other. It is a new
type of entertainment that combines pantomime and subtle illusion.

Illumination act

Wire balancing act

Laser Fighters

Tatiana Kundyk

［France］

The illumination act that is winning awards across the world. Another dimension
is created as myriad of acts are performed using light. Just as their name ‘Laser
Fighters’ suggest, they use light as swords in their battle act.

［Ukraine］

The audience is captivated by Tatiana’s rope act, as she uses her superb sense of
balance and beauty as weapons. Her performance of skillfully handling a single
rope in the air is hugely popular in variety shows and circuses across Europe.

e

Acrobatic act

Comedy dog show

Duo Papillon

Franck Zavatta

An elegant flittering butterfly and a ladybird in love with the butterfly. The
butterfly on stilts fly higher and higher, to create unique and fantastical world.

Performance by Franck, a member of an old circus performing family, and his
beloved dog. Their superb exchange brings laughs. It is a stylish act, hugely
popular in night clubs in Europe, including Europe’s great old Cabaret Le Lido.

［Russia］

［France］

Crossbow act

Poem and visual puppet show

Ben Blaque

Jordi Bertran Company

［USA］

A magnificent crossbow act. As soon as Ben holds the bow ready, the
atmosphere in the theater becomes tense. His amazing skill of accurately
shooting the target in whatever condition is a must-see.

［Spain］

A puppet show from Barcelona. The T-boy comically moves to the guitar
music. T-boy’s fine movement even reflects his mood, and moves the
audience.

